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1. Introduction

Autism, a developmental disability, is defined by behavioural characteristics. Primary features of autism are described as problems in language skills, plays and social interaction [1]. It is considered a spectrum disorder, as the abilities of children with autism may vary greatly from one child to another [2]. Symptoms begin during early childhood and distinctive incompetence and limited, repetitive behaviours are seen in socio-communicative field. In addition to these primary features, individuals with autism generally have sensory processing and sensory integration dysfunction, which affect adaptive behaviour and participating daily activities. Many children with autism are unable to register many of the sensations from their environment. They cannot integrate those sensations to form a clear perception of space. Atypical sensory registration and orientation can interfere with the processes of inhibition and facilitation in sensory systems. Some self-stimulatory behaviour is the expression of a sensory need in children with autism. Assessing sensory integrative functioning in children with autism is critical for planning and implementing effective intervention in occupational therapy [3-5]. As far as motor functions are concerned, motor impairments have been reported in children with autism. The studies shown that problems are observed in coordination, posture and balance control, locomotion and motor preparation in individuals with autism [6-10].

Due to sensory integration dysfunction, individuals with autism have difficulty fulfilling the roles they are expected to accomplish in their life and they can display behaviours that can hinder their participation in daily life. The primary aim of occupational therapy practices is to ensure that the individuals with autism participate in communal life through minimizing the difficulties in the daily activities they experience at home, school or in communal life and maximizing their independency. Occupational therapists believe that the individual with autism’s community participation can be increased through their participation in
meaningful and purposeful activities they have in their daily roles and aims to achieve. They also make use of client-centred and holistic therapeutic interventions both in analysing and evaluating the problems which individuals with autism face and in their treatment and support system.

Occupational therapy interventions, which are designed according to standardized assessment tests, questionnaires, skilled observations, provide considerable advantage in dealing with the problems individuals with autism and their families face in daily life.

This chapter will give information on standardized assessment tests and practices applied in occupational therapy interventions such as sensory integration therapy, auditory integration training, activities of daily living training, play therapy, social skills training, cognitive behavioural therapy, school based intervention, recreational activities and sports and vocational rehabilitation.

2. Sensory integration therapy

Current estimates indicate that accompanying sensory processing problems are reported in more than 80% children with autism. Hyper or hypo reactivity to sensory inputs is now a diagnostic criterion for Autism Spectrum Disorders in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-Fifth Edition [11, 12]. A. Jean Ayres, an occupational therapist, developed the sensory Integration theory [13]. Theory is based on neuroscience, developmental psychology, occupational therapy and education sciences. Sensory integration therapy is a common method used in paediatric occupational therapy. Results of a survey made on occupational therapists working with children with autism report that 99% of therapists stated that they were referring to sensory integration therapy [14]. According to this theory; 1. sensorymotor development is important for learning 2. Individual’s interaction with environments shapes brain development 3. Neurological system has plasticity capability. 4. Meaningful sensory-motor activity is a strong mediator of plasticity [15]. Sensory integration is a process of organizing sensory information in brain in order to create an adaptive response. The aim of sensory integration therapy is to provide controlled and meaningful sensory experiences so that the child can spontaneously and appropriately form responses that require integration of those sensations [16].

2.1. The importance of sensation

According to the theoretical basis of sensory integration vestibular, proprioceptive, tactile, auditory and visual systems as well as olfaction (sense of smell) and gestation (sense of taste) have a significant importance. The tactile/proprioceptive and vestibular/proprioceptive systems interact routinely with the auditory and visual systems to supply the multimodal sensory information needed to make a meaningful motor response. It’s reported that sensory integration is a dynamic process that sustains during development and sensory information can be organized as a result of interaction with environment [17].
2.1.1. Tactile system

Skin has numerous receptors that perceive touching, pressure, texture, heat, pain and movement. A signal is transmitted to the related parts of the brain when tactile receptors are stimulated with touch, heat or vibration. Tactile system is a sensory system that affects behaviour both physically and mentally. Sense of touch is quite important for neural organization and praxis development [16, 18].

2.1.2. Vestibular system

Vestibular receptors related with balance and gravity, and located in inner ear consist of semi-circular canals, utricle and saccule. Semi-circular canals are responsible for detection of angular, fast, short bursts of motion, and result in phasic limb movements and momentary head righting. Vestibular system is a system that affects balance, eye movements, posture, muscle tonus and attention [16, 19].

2.1.3. Proprioceptive system

This system is related with position and movement. Pushing and pulling activities related with muscles and joints are activities that provide maximum stimulation for this system. Proprioceptive system provides information on postural and oculomotor control, position in space and balance together with vestibular and visual system. In terms of the problems reported in vestibular and proprioceptive system, difficulties in good body scheme and laterality development, poor balance, poor postural control and difficulties in coordinated movements are observed in children with autism [2, 16-18].

Children who are hypo-responsive against proprioceptive stimulation have weak proprioceptive discrimination and awareness and fail to use proprioceptive input correctly. Therefore they tend to break their toys easily and have low postural tonus. Bites, pushes, hits, scratches, bumps, hurls, hangs and aggressive behaviours as well as self stimulatory and hyperactive behaviours such as banging head, biting hands are observed in children seeking for proprioceptive inputs [20].

2.1.4. Auditory system

The sound information from each ear goes to auditory cortex of opposite hemisphere. The relation between the auditory system and valgus nerve is important in sensory modulation [16].

2.1.5. Visual system

The light received stimulates retina in order to send sensory input to the processing centre in the brain. Integration of visual inputs with different senses provides our awareness about our environments. Visual and vestibular systems work together for perceptual motor integration and visual perception [16, 18].
2.1.6. Gustatory sense

Different senses of tastes ensure that we like the food we eat and distinguish those that may be harmful [16].

2.1.7. Olfactory sense

Smell is directly processed via limbic system and creates memories and associations that influence some of our choices and preferences [16].

It’s reported that sensory processing problems observed in individuals with autism are associated with behavioural and/or functional performance problems and specifically stereotypical or repetitive are associated with self-calm or sensory seeking [21]. The studies show that repetitive behaviours, behaviours such as climbing, turning and twirling may indicate existence of sensory processing behaviours [12].

Sensory registration, modulation, discrimination and praxis defined as motor behaviour planning capability are performance components, which are important for sensory integration. Sensory registration is receiving different stimulus from body or environment [17]. Sensory registration process is important for the individual to perform effective function by paying attention. Children with autism who have sensory registration problems fail in creating appropriate adaptive responses against pain, touch, movement, taste, smell, light and sound [22]. Sensory modulation is defined as “capacity to regulate and organize the degree, intensity, and the nature of responses to sensory input in a graded and adaptive manner” [17]. Sensory discrimination is important for development of motor functions, postural tonus and postural adjustment. Different sensory modulation problems such as hyporesponsivity, hyperresponsivity, sensory avoiding or sensory seeking are reported in children with autism. Hypersensitivity is the most common auditory and tactile defensiveness. High pain tolerance is the most significant indicator of hypo responsiveness in children with autism [2].

Difficulty in starting and sustaining a social interaction and relation, delays in speaking or communication disorders such as echolalia, repetitive stereotypical plays, visually focusing on any object, cognitive deficits and confusions in impacts and results of behaviours are common sensory integrative – related behaviours in children with autism spectrum disorder. Poor sensory processing affects the child with autism in successful involvement in daily life activities such as playing and participating in social activities with peers, tooth brushing, eating, self care etc. [23].

2.2. Sensory integration assessment and intervention

“The Occupational Therapy Practice Framework: Domain and Process (AOTA, 2002)” which is a comprehensive guideline of assessment and intervention is used in the assessment of individuals with autism and in occupational therapy interventions. Accordingly, occupational profile should be initially defined, occupational performance should be assessed, intervention plan should be designed, objectives and goals should be identified and documented, intervention should be implemented and results of intervention should be assessed and documented [24].
2.2.1. Assessment

It is important to identify sensory responsiveness (over, under or labile) and sensory preferences (likes and dislikes) praxis and sensory processing problems that affect involvement in daily life activities in the assessment of sensory integration in children with autism [25].

Numerous tests like given below are used for assessment of sensory integration in occupational therapy.

**Sensory Integration and Praxis Test (SIPT):** It is developed to identify sensory integration problems. Test is standardized for use in children 4 – 8 : 11 years of age. SIPT assesses sensory and neurological process, which leads to behavioural, learning, language and praxis problems. It consists of 17 subtests, which assess tactile, vestibular proprioceptive processing; form and space perception, visual-motor coordination, praxis, bilateral integration and sequencing, and it takes nearly 90 minutes to complete the test [26].

**Southern California Sensory Integration Test (SCSIT):** It is developed by Ayres for use in physically and mentally normal children with specific learning disorder. It is standardized for children 4-8:11 years of age. It takes nearly 75-90 minutes to complete the test [27].

**Southern California Postrotary Nystagmus Test (SCPNT):** This test developed by Ayres to evaluate of nystagmus to field of occupational therapy. This test measures the amplitude of the eye’s side to side excursion and the total duration in seconds of ocular movements following rotations [28].

**Sensory Profile:** The Sensory Profile is a caregiver questionnaire, which measures children’s responses to sensory events in everyday life for children 3-10 years of age. 5-point likert scale (nearly never, seldom, occasionally, frequently, almost always) is used for assessment [29].

**Evaluation of sensory processing:** This questionnaire is intended to identify behaviors thought to be indicative of sensory processing problems [30].

Tests such as Developmental Test of Visual Motor Integration [31], Motor Free Visual Perception Test [32], Test of Visual Perceptual Skills (Non motor) [33] are used for the assessment of visual perceptual skills.

Besides standardized assessments, many occupational therapists refer to clinical observations for assessment of sensory and praxis functions. Clinical observation of postural control, behaviour organization and vestibular functions offer significant information in addition to sensory tests. It’s important to observe playing skills, social interaction and other relevant behaviours of the child in child’s natural settings [23]. Clinical Observations of Motor and Postural Skills is a screen tool for motor deficits and assessment of cerebellar function, postural control and motor coordination [34]. It’s reported that Goal Attainment Scale (GAS) can used in measurement of results in sensory integration studies [35].

2.2.2. Intervention

It’s reported that sensory integration therapy should be individually implemented with the consideration of the “inner drive” of the child, based on the sensory experience, challenge and
interest and in a structured environments with active participation of the child [16, 22]. More effective feed-forward mechanism required for optimum adaptive response are created with child-directed actions. In responding children with autism, it is important to use controlled and meaningful sensory stimulus to create organized behaviour and to make environmental adaptations when needed. Due to the problems in body awareness, a child with autism fails in receiving sufficient tactile, proprioceptive and vestibular inputs from his/her body. Therefore, environmental arrangements should be adjusted according to motor planning and body awareness required for praxis. It’s important to refer to sensory experiences that motivate and please the child with complex motor planning, social interaction and language skills. Therapist should integrate activities that contain sensory experiences required by the child into daily routine in cooperation with the family, caregivers and teachers [23]. Validity of the results in sensory integration studies are reported to be influenced by different practices in the intervention process and it’s further reported that “Ayres Sensory Integration Fidelity Measure” which is a reliable and applicable verification measure for studies on sensory integration disorders should be used [36, 37].

Fidelity measure consists of 10 essential elements is used in clinic based sensory integration treatment. These essential elements are as follows: a) ensuring safety b) presenting a range of sensory opportunities (specifically tactile, proprioceptive, and vestibular) c) Using activity and arranging the environment to help the child maintain self regulation and alertness d) challenging postural, ocular, oral, or bilateral motor control e) is challenging praxis and organisation of behaviour f) collaborating with the child on activity choices g) tailoring activities to present the “just –right challenge”, h) ensuring that activities are successful, i) supporting the child’s intrinsic motivation to play, and j) establishing a therapeutic alliance with the child [37].

Activities for proprioceptive system

Proprioception is defined as a cornerstone in sensory integration therapy. Muscle movements against resistance or gravity, traction, compression, movements related with muscles and joints provide proprioceptive stimulus and are used to improve motor coordination, to increase body awareness and to help arousal level modulation [2, 20]. Practices like jumping on trampoline, climbing a mountain of bolster and crash onto mats, jumping games, roller skating, bicycle riding, throwing and catching a heavy ball, wheelbarrow walking, pulling and pushing activities, carrying or moving heavy objects, imitating animal walks that require heavy work (crab, bear), swinging from trapeze bar, wearing a weighted west, weighted blanket, wearing ankle or wrist weights in activities stimulates proprioceptive system [23, 38]. (Figure 1)

Activities for tactile system

Activities like playing with dough or clay type materials, drawing on mirror with shaving cream, finger painting, drawing shapes with fingers in sand, foam etc, massage, vibrating toys, using different textures for playing and bathing, playing hide and seek games in dried beans or rice, asking the child to define shapes drawn on this/her back with fingers, finding objects from a bag full of rice or beans etc. can be used to improve tactile awareness [23, 38].
Activities for auditory system

The child may be asked to listen his/her favourite soft music on headphones in order to reduce auditory sensitivity [23].

Activities for vestibular system

Activities such as linear swinging on a swing or ball on facedown position, throwing and catching objects while swinging, sliding down a slide, climbing, using scooter board or skateboard, jumping games, rolling activities, toys like rocking horse can be used to reduce sensitivity against vestibular senses. The child tolerates linear vestibular stimulus more than rotational stimulus [23, 38].

Activities for ocular-motor control

Toys and pens with lights, throwing balls at a target while swinging, games of ball throwing and catching, bubble blowing can be used to improve ocular-motor control [23, 38].

Activities for postural control and motor skills

Ball catching games can be played on the floor or on a ball or while sitting in different positions on a swing [23, 38].

Activities for bilateral motor coordination and praxis

Activities such as creating shapes by tearing papers with both hands, making shapes with play dough, cutting papers etc. with scissors, making necklace by placing beads through a string, closing/opening clothe fasteners, ball catching and throwing and clapping type hand games[23, 38].

Activities for praxis and behaviour organization

Therapeutic activities, which are for sensory processing and facilitate skills such as initiation, sequencing, bilateral coordination, timing and imitation can be used [5]. Activities of clapping...
and rhythm patterns hand games, building obstacle courses, activities that require whole body movements and timing such as kicking a rolled ball, hitting a ball with a bat, imitation of animal postures etc. can be used to improve motor planning [23, 38].

2.3. Researches about sensory integration therapy

Sensory integration therapy is a clinical based intervention that uses play activities and sensory integration principles to increase adaptive responses of children [12]. In a systematic review research by Benson and Koomar, 27 studies on the impact of sensory integration approach on children were reviewed. It’s reported that sensory integration approaches are effective in terms of sensory-motor skills, motor planning, socialization, attention and behavioural regulation, skills related with reading, active participation in plays and personal goal attainment, however, the findings are limited due to small sample size, different practice dosages, therapy duration and result measurements not being appropriate [39].

Schaaf et al implemented sensory integration protocol for 10 weeks on a case with autism and consequently an increase was reported in sensory processing and home, school and family activities measured with Goal Attainment Scale [40]. Another study by Schaaf et al reviewed the safety, validity and applicability of sensory integration and occupational therapy in children with autism. 10 children with autism at 4-8 years of age were under therapy for 3 days a week for 6 weeks and an assessment was made with Ayres Sensory Integration Fidelity Measure. Sensory integration approaches in children with autism were reported to be a safe and applicable intervention [41]. Sensory integration therapy of 10 weeks for pre-schooler children with autism resulted with a decrease in non-engagement behaviours and an improvement in purposeful behaviours [42].

Pfeiffer et al reviewed the impact of fine motor activity with sensory integration therapy in 37 children between the ages of 6 and 12 with autism spectrum disorders in randomized controlled studies. Consequent to practice of 18 sessions, each for 45 minutes for six weeks, a significant improvement was reported in the sensory integration group. In sensory integration group, positive changes in sensory processing, motor skills and social functions and decrease in stereotypical and self-stimulating behaviours were reported [43]. A study by Smith et al reports that self-stimulating and self-injurious behaviours remain stable in children with pervasive developmental disorders as a result of sensory integration therapy [44]. Sensory integration and sensory based treatments resulted in increase in engagement in plays and social interaction, proper adaptive response, decrease in stereotypical and self-stimulating behaviours, decrease in sensitivity against touching and movement in hyper responsive children and decrease in sensory vulnerability. Sensory integration therapy improves skills of engagement in social interaction and modulating behaviours [45, 46].

Some studies report that sensory integration therapy does not have a positive impact due to small sample size, short therapy duration, no fidelity measure, study design and due to the fact that assessments are not blinded [47-51].
The last systematic review study by Smith et al. on sensory integration notes that evidence based studies where blinded evaluation, larger samples and randomised trial are used should be conducted [12].

3. Auditory integration therapy

Auditory processing problems are one of the sensory processing disorders commonly reported in children with autism. These disorders are classified either as auditory hypersensitivity or auditory underresponsivity [3, 52, 53] and Rimland and Edelson reported that nearly 40% of 17,000 children with autism have sound sensitivity [54].

Auditory Integration Therapy is a technique developed by Dr Guy Berard, an otorhinolaryngologist in order to reduce abnormal sound sensitivity in autism spectrum disorders. In this method, electronically modulated music is listened by headphones for half an hour twice a day for 10 days. Audio metrical assessment is made before the therapy. Auditory integration training devices filters peak frequencies against which the individual has hypersensitivity. It aims to regulate behaviour by reducing hypersensitivity. The filtered music is modulated by a brief dampening of high and low frequencies for periods ranging from 250 milliseconds to 2 seconds [54-56].

445 individuals with autism who received auditory integration therapy were reported to have a decrease in problem behaviours and increased hearing acuity and the observed changes remained stable for nine months [57].

Changes in brain functions were measured before and after auditory integration therapy with positron emission tomography and an increase in occipital lobe activity and a decrease in hypermetabolism in frontal lobe were reported [58]. Auditory therapy according to Tomatis method is reported to create an increase in daily life skills, motor skills, socialization and communication skills in 6 cases. Furthermore, decrease in hyperactivity, atypical behaviours and increase in attention was reported in cases [59]. Brockett et al assessed impacts of auditory integration training on behavioural changes related with sensory modulation in children with autism. Following a 10-days training for two times a day, a decrease was reported in sensory behaviour problems of children [60]. In 72 cases with autism spectrum disorders, auditory integration therapy was reported to have a therapeutic impact on social awareness, social cognition and social communication as well as speech and communication [61]. Some studies report that there is not difference between auditory integration therapy and control group and that evidence based studies are required [62-64].

4. Activities of daily living

Activities of daily living (ADLs) are oriented toward taking care of one’s own body and include bathing, dressing, eating, feeding, bowel and bladder management, functional mobility,
personal device care, personal hygiene and grooming, sexual activity and toilet hygiene. These activities are “fundamental to living in a social world; they enable basic survival and well-being”. Instrumental activities of daily living (IADLs) may require more complex interactions with one’s environment; these activities support daily life within the client’s home and community. IADLs include: communication management, home establishment and management, meal preparation and clean up, financial and health management and maintenance, community mobility, shopping, safety and emergency maintenance, care of others and pets, child rearing and religious observance. Children and young people learn to perform ADL and IADL activities with socially appropriate ways in order to engage in education in family and society, game playing, leisure, social participation and work occupations [65].

Individuals with autism generally have the risk of limited engagement in activities. Studies show that such individuals engage in less activities less frequently and have weaker daily life skills when compared with individuals with other developmental disorders or with typical development [66-70]. Most common areas reported by families are limited independence in dressing, rigid eating routines, interruption of eating time because of difficult behaviour, limited independence and discomfort in many hygiene tasks, obvious difficulty in toilet training, limited engagement in chores and continuous and intense supervision to provide safety [71]. Engagement of individuals with autism in daily living activities may be effected by core characteristics specific to autism as well as sensory processes. Studies show that 42-88% of individuals with autism experience sensory integration disorders [72-76]. Koenig and Rudney demonstrate in a review that children and adolescents who have sensory processing deficits have difficulties in completing their daily occupations, including ADLs and IADLs [77]. While the literature underlines the need to increase evidence-based studies, sensory integration deficits of individuals and sensory features of environment should not be ignored in assessments and interventions for activity engagements of individuals with autism.

4.1. Assessment

ADL and IADL assessments start with analysis of occupational performance. For this purpose, interviews, inventories, observation and various standardized tests can be used as an assessment method. In the initial stage, interview with family, child, teacher and other care givers is important in learning child’s skills, habits, routines and roles, environmental features, goals and dreams [78]. If the family reports difficulties about some ADL or IADLs of child, therapist should observe the child in clinic or ideally at home if possible and in child’s environment during the activity. Assessment should contain information on social, cultural and physical environment, which affect activity performance as much as motor, process and communication/interaction skills of the child. Environmental factors such as division of labour division of family members for child’s care, safety issues in physical environment and cultural habits and social routines of family may be registered. Task analysis is made to define activity demand, activity is divided into steps and reviewed, steps are listed and requirements are defined. The Functional Independence Measure for Children (WEFIM), Waisman Activities of Daily Living (W-ADL) Scale, The Paediatric Evaluation of Disability Inventory (PEDI), The Vineland Adaptive Behaviour Scales, The Assessment of Motor and Process Skills (AMPS),
The Canadian Occupational Performance Measure (COPM) and Sensory Profile (SP) for sensory integration are some of the examples of standardized methods that can be used in the assessment of performance in daily living activities [29, 79-85].

4.2. Intervention

Occupational therapists may refer to different approaches to improve ADL and IADL performances in children, including 1) establishing and maintaining performance, 2) activity adaptations or compensatory methods [78].

4.2.1. Establishing and maintaining performance

At the initial stage of intervention, therapist uses an activity analysis to define which steps of activity process are problematic and defines behavioural and educative methods to be used [78]. Behavioural approaches has been used, often in combination with other approaches, to obtain a baseline of the child’s behaviours and as a way of establishing clear goals. Behavioural methods like reinforcement and token systems are useful in attainment and sustenance of skills in individuals with autism. Furthermore, besides guiding learning, they may facilitate visual (showing), verbal (speaking or written information), tactile (guidance or using a part of body) or environmental (colour coded materials) cues. Cues are important to improve the quality of performance and to brief individual on what to do in the next step. As individuals with autism may experience difficulties in understanding natural cues and verbal communication, context or activity demands such as use of prompting can be modified [86].

One of the important training methods used in ADL training is chaining. Training of complex skills generally requires chaining steps of the task. Three chaining options are available for functional task training: a) Backward chaining in which the last step of the task is trained first, followed by the second to last step and the last step, and so on, progressing backward through the chain, b) Forward chaining in which the first step of the chain is trained first, followed by the first and second step, and so on, progressing forward through the chain c) Whole task method in which each step of the chain is trained on each presentation [87]. Another method is time-delay procedures. The time-delay cueing system typically involves two training stages: 1) A cue designed to elicit the next step in the chain is delivered so as to coincide with the stimulus (i.e., the completion of the previous step in the chain), 2) A defined interval is inserted between the occurrence of the stimulus and the response-eliciting cue [88]. These educational methods include strategies that occupational therapists can use in skill training. Repetition and development of habits and routines are required to sustain the skill after it is learned and to reduce environmental supports. Furthermore, generalization of skill in different environments should be emphasized [78].

4.2.2. Activity adaptations or compensatory methods

Compensatory strategies may include modification of task or task method, use of assistive technology or modification of environment. Therapists may also refer to the combination of these methods [78]:
• Adaptation of task methods

“Grading” is a method commonly used by therapists. Grading is adaptation of task or parts of a task according to the capability of child. Activity is divided into subtasks with task analysis and task is modified depending on the difficulty or easiness level for the child [78].

• Visual Strategies

Individuals with autism can process visual information easier than auditory information [89]. Visually based interventions include visual (e.g., picture, written) schedules, visually organized tasks, written or pictorial scripts, rule reminder cards, and visual task analyses [90]. Such interventions are reported to be effective in individuals with autism [90, 91]. These activities may be used for individuals with autism to learn activities of daily living skills, to foresee daily routine and to become independent from various environments [92].

• Assistive Technology

In literature, technologies like video modeling, video prompting, handheld devices, structured computer games and virtual reality environments are used for training purposes. Research incorporating technology has consistently demonstrated good effects to daily living skills for children with autism. Additionally, assistive technology requirement of occupational therapist, which technological tool is applicable and proper assessment of factors related with accessing technology such as economical status of family are important [92-95].

• Sensory Strategies

Creating sensory-friendly environments and implementing adaptive sensory strategies are important for effective ADL and IADL performance in children with sensory modulation problem. For instance, environment should be structured to be silent when an activity is performed with a child who has auditory-hyperresponsiveness responses. Use of earphone is recommended in environments that cannot be controlled. Another example is that preparation of a child with deep pressure and organized, rhythmical touches might be facilitating before starting a dressing activity with a tactile defensive child [23].

5. Play in occupational therapy

Besides being an activity that exists in every stage of life, play is the most proper way for a child to learn the world he/she lives in and to express emotions such as happiness, anxiety, and joy particularly during the first years of life. Bundy describes it as “play is a transaction between an individual and the environmental that is intrinsically motivated, internally controlled, and free of many of constraints of objective reality” [96].

Play is primer occupation of the child. Through play, children can gain developmental milestones, learn about occupational role, behaviours, and how to interact safely and appropriately within their environment. Children with autism display atypical and insufficient play skills at different levels. This atypical and insufficient play skill is generally reported as playing
with a toy stereotypically (rotating, shaking, sequencing, putting one on top each other) which is not suitable for its function, lack of social skill, flexibility and creativity skill to continue the play. Developments in symbolic activity, play and social relation areas observed in children younger than three years of age are not generally reported in children with autism [97]. Rare interaction of children with autism with their peers limits their attainment of playing in solitary and group plays with their peers [98]. Since game playing requires developed motor planning and praxis skill, this may result in child’s showing motor planning and praxis during play [96].

Oriental therapists are concerned with the occupation of play and the child developing as a lifelong player [99, 100]. Providing engagement with play in children with autism is one of the most important parameters of occupational therapy interventions [101]. The primary goal of occupational therapy interventions in children with autism is to ensure attainment of motor planning and praxis skills, which will improve child’s concrete thinking and play setting skills [99-101].

Play is multidimensional phenomenon that includes entertainment, spontaneous problem solving skill and creativity and requires collaboration of different disciplines [101-103]. Engagement in play and sustainability of play continue as long as the self-motivation and creativity of the player continue. Active engagement of children with autism in play and sustainment of play with adaptive response is one of the most important objectives in occupational therapy interventions [96, 99-101].

Our senses (tactile, visual, auditory, olfactory, gustatory, proprioceptive and vestibular) help us to collect information from the environment we live in and provide that we give adaptive responses suitable for the environment and we generalize what we learn. Sensory information is effective in the establishment of body scheme, which is one of the most components of motor planning skill [13, 104-106]. Studies reported that integration of tactile, visual, proprioceptive and vestibular sensory inputs offer improvement of body-spatial awareness [106-108]. When children with autism fail to produce adaptive response suitable for their environment and have insufficient body scheme, such may lead to negative experiences in their occupational performances and may result in anxiety, frustration, anger and avoidance [109]. Therapeutic play used in occupational therapy intervention can lead the child into a motivating activity with inner drive that encourages active movement, self direction, interaction, sensory building blocks and help addressing occupational performance and occupational profile of the child with autism [106, 109]. A study assessing the effectiveness of play therapy in literature reports that DIR-Floor Time and similar developmental approaches have a positive impact on emotional functioning, communication, and daily living skills and moreover creates positive changes in parent-child interactions [110]. It’s noted that play based occupational therapy improves motor and social skills in children with developmental delay [111]. Hebert reports in his study that therapeutic plays practiced for children with developmental delay in line with their occupational frameworks improve their non-verbal and verbal communication skills [112]. As noted by such evidence-based studies, well structured play which is commonly used in occupational therapy interventions has a positive impact on motor skill and planning, communication-interaction and social skills of children with autism.
5.1. Assessment

Play is what children do and they expend considerable social, cognitive and motor resources while playing, therefore play assessment may provide very meaningful insights about a child’s interests, functional abilities and behaviours [113-115]. The selection of a play assessment will vary depending upon the developmental status of the child, the purpose of the assessment and the intervention plan. Test of Playfulness [114], Knox Preschool Play Scale [115], Play History [116-118] and Trans-disciplinary Play-based Assessment [119], My Child’s Play [120, 121] tests are among the common standardized tests used to plan occupational therapy interventions for the improvement of play skills [117]. Furthermore, occupational therapists frequently refer to Observations of Factors Influencing Playfulness Form [121, 122] to plan their interventions.

5.2. Intervention

Occupational therapists frequently use sensory integration framework where sensory differences of individuals are taken into account in improving play skills of children with autism. Developmental approaches like Dr. Stanley Greenspan’s “Floor Time” method which aims to turn the relation between children and their families into a play with mutual interaction that contains trust and pleasure and philosophy of “Follow the child’s lead” [123-126]. Additionally, virtual reality studies are also included under play interventions [127]. During occupational therapy interventions, in addition to therapeutic use of play, occupational therapists play an effective role in the organization of play environment and parent education with the consideration of developmental level, challenges and strengths of child [128].

It’s important for the occupational therapists to implement therapy programs designed according to sensory integration framework, under the leadership of child in structured environments for the improvement of motor skill, social-emotional well-being, cognitive process, praxis, attention, intimacy, interaction expression, use of feelings/ideas and logical thinking development of child with autism in play based occupational therapy interventions [129].

6. Social skills training

Social skills have a significant place in diagnosis of autism. Children with autism experience difficulties in using non-verbal behavioural social skills such as eye-to-eye gaze, facial expression, body postures and gestures to regulate social interaction; failure interaction with peers, problems on sharing enjoyment, interests or achievements with other people and problems in social-emotional reciprocity and may require support as of early ages. Individuals with autism have difficulty in understanding nuances and informal rules, which are spontaneously used during communication. Such social interaction problems may lead to indifference, teasing or bullying. Social interaction efforts of many individuals with autism result in negative experiences as the individual is over stimulated or confused and negatively effects the social engagement of individual. Studies report that negative reactions against individuals...
with autism from their environment are more challenging that their communication problems [130]. Difficulties in social skill behaviours observed in individuals with autism are defined with neuropsychological models such as the theory of mind [131, 132], executive functions [133, 134] and weak central coherence [135, 136].

Theory of mind is defined as the capacity of interpreting, deducing and explaining the underlying mental situations in other’s behaviours. Preschool children are expected to have developed their theory of mind skills. Insufficient development of theory of mind are reported to lead to difficulties in interpreting emotional status from voice tone and facial expression and in social skills and negatively affects empathy skill of individual [131, 132]. Theory of mind is used to describe the major deficits in social functionality and communication in autism [132].

Dynamic and complicated nature of information process in brain reveals definition of high-level cognitive functions and concept of executive functions. This theory covers skills such as self-regulation of behaviour sequence, flexibility, response inhibition, planning and organization of behaviour. Executive functions where prefrontal cortex play a central role provides that an individual thinks about himself/herself and defines what can happen in future and how they can be affected [133]. Executive functioning in autism is an approach studied for the last 20 years. Studies on executive functioning and frontal lobe functions report that performances of children with autism in executive functions are lower than expected [133, 134]. Social skill deficits, namely executive function disorders or stereotypical behaviours, which are considered to be caused by their deficits, are observed in individuals on the spectrum and in their relatives [132-134].

According to weak central coherence model, information received from different sources cannot be integrated in autism [135]. Meaningful and consistent meronymy relation cannot be established from stimulus perceived due to information processing deficit. Weak central coherence can be associated with disadvantages experienced by individuals with autism in areas such as learning, social, language and cognitive skills etc. and it’s reported to be the reason for behavioural deviations in these areas [136].

Different disciplines commonly agree that autism is centrally a social skill deficit and therefore this area should be the first area to be targeted in training [137]. In social skill studies for children with autism, attainment of basic skills such as eye contact, using expressions like hello, thank you which are the basics for social communication, answering questions like how are you, playing with peers and getting in line in plays etc. are targeted with priority [137, 138].

There are many advanced social skills that should be attained by a child with autism after the attainment of basic social skills. These social skills can be classified under four main groups; communication skills: self introduction, asking proper questions to meet someone new, starting a conversation, involving in a conversation, not deviating from topic of the conversation, listening in a proper position, not keeping the talk too long, changing the topic properly, using voice tone, facial expression and body posture according to the topic of the conversation [139-141].

Social interaction skills (friendship): These are the skills like touching properly, ringing, answering a call, helping a friend properly, asking for help, spending time together, acting at
a proper distance depending on the type of relation, respecting ideas of others, not feeling uncomfortable with changes in rules etc. [140].

Social interaction skills (playing): These are the skills like engagement in play, sharing toys, playing games with rules, getting into a line during play, coping with winning and defeat [140, 141].

Emotion recognition and management skills: They include skills like awareness on emotions, consoling a sad person, anger control and expressing anger properly, accepting criticisms, coping with mocking, sharing happiness, coping with making mistakes, not feeling uncomfortable when trying new things. [140, 142].

Social skill training is not a routine part of occupational therapy interventions for individuals with autism. Occupational therapy interventions play an important role in designing intervention programs for the assessment and improvement of insufficient social initiations and responses against any occupational performance of the individual with autism at home, school or in society, and in enhancing social participation of individual [130].

In social skill studies with children with autism, skills are tried to be taught face to face or in groups or some skills are taught during playtime with parents or peers [140, 141]. It’s reported that a shift can be made from individual works to group works for the development of empathy skill [139]. These working principles are also taken into consideration in occupational therapy interventions [16].

Among the studies on improvement of social skills in children with autism, there are researchers who think that “theory of mind” is the problem [133, 142, 143], and studies, which refer to, structured training programs [140, 144] or developmental approaches [145]. More than one technique is used in some studies. For instance various techniques like scenarios, social skill groups, self-control, class interventions, video modelling, social plays, peer training, peer mediation and circle of friends are used together [146-148]. There are also studies where a single technique is used like social stories [149], peer mediation etc. [150]. It’s reported that social skill training of children with autism is more effective in communication with other children in a natural group setting [151].

In a study where 79 studies on children with autism under the age of 12 were reviewed, it was noted that modeling and reinforcement, approach, peer training, scenarios and social stories were used [138]. It’s further noted that programs designed with techniques of approaches to learn social skills in groups or socially are more effective in children with autism [138, 152].

6.1. Assessment

In occupational therapy, social skills of individuals with autism are assessed with observational standardized tests and checklists [153]. Standardized tests helps assessment of social skills and daily living skills of an individual with autism. Vineland Adaptive Behaviour Scale [83] and Social Skills Rating System [154] can be given as an example of such tests.

Occupational therapists may make structured interviews with parents and caregivers in addition to the standardized tests, and make observations in the natural settings and structured
play settings of the child. During the assessment, informal rating scales can be used in the observation of social skills of the child such as spontaneously engaging in communication, imitation, socially responding, eye contact, game playing, asking for help/helping, adjusting voice tone, using body language, expressing emotions verbally and non-verbally, giving proper responses, distance with others during communication and interaction [16, 128, 155].

6.2. Intervention

Occupational therapy interventions for improvement of social skills in individuals with autism should be client-centred, with concrete narrations, supporting active engagement in cooperation with family and teachers in the natural settings of the individual and should consider emotional differences. Individuals with autism may experience significant difficulties in implementing the social rules despite having memory skills that facilitate repeating and memorizing these rules. Occupational therapists can give social skills training with creatively referring to the routine daily activities of the individual with autism during the sessions. A therapy program which starts with individual works of 30-90 minutes where necessary considerations and modifications are made over an activity related with the occupations of the individual with autism in his/her life and progresses with group works is considered as an ideal occupational therapy intervention. Adult-mediated or peer-mediated activities can be used in intervention. Teaching that the same response would not be proper in every social situation with the consideration of social hierarchy and group work principles during the intervention is an important detail of the intervention [16, 128, 155].

Social Stories and Social Autopsies, Social Skills Lessons and Activities, Jump Starters, Social Skills Activities for Special Needs, and Walker Social Skills Curriculum: The Accepts Programme, Do-Watch-Listen-Say” Framework, Video Modeling methods are frequently used in occupational therapy interventions [156-158].

Occupational therapy interventions designed to improve occupational performance in line with the basic principles given above may help in the development of social skills in individuals with autism and can increase their social engagement levels.

7. Cognitive behavioral therapy

The cognitive behavioural approach assumes that a person’s cognitive function and beliefs influence their behaviour, and that by helping a person dispute their irrational thoughts, they will be empowered to change their behaviour [159].

Each person’s beliefs are developed through his or her own life experiences. These experiences can be lived as well as watched (observational learning, vicarious reinforcement etc.). Individuals with autism can have problems on learning from society, and vicarious reinforcement is key aspects of Bandura’s social learning theory [160]. Cognitive behavioural therapy is used primarily to help individuals with autism to regulate their emotions, develop impulse control, and improve their behaviour as a result. In addition, some individuals with autism struggle
with fears and anxiety, or may become depressed. Cognitive behavioural therapy has been shown to be helpful for reducing anxious and depressed feelings and behaviour by making changes in thoughts and perceptions of situations through a change in cognition. The key ingredient of cognitive behaviour therapy based occupational therapy, which distinguishes it from regular behaviour therapy, is working on change in cognition or how thinking is processed [160, 161]. Occupational therapists seek to reduce challenging behaviours, such as interruptions, obsessions, meltdowns or angry outbursts, while also teaching individuals how to become familiar with and manage certain feelings that may arise during activities of daily living. Cognitive behavioural therapy can be individualized which matches client-centred approach of occupational therapy, and as a result, is very effective at improving very specific behaviours and challenges in each individual with autism. Stabilizing emotions and improving behaviour allows individuals with autism to prepare for and respond more appropriately in specific situations [159-161].

Occupational therapists working with individuals with autism refer to at least one behavioural approach, generally the frameworks of model of human occupation and biopsychosocial model in their therapy interventions [159, 162, 163]. Occupational therapists support the cognitive behavioural therapies implemented in line with these models with making changes in individual-environment-activity areas [159, 162-164]. Following cognitive behavioural therapy, occupational therapist assists an individual with autism to identify and change their irrational thoughts, then take this learning and use it in real life opportunities [159, 162, 163].

Although studies on mental health are frequently observed when cognitive behavioural therapy based occupational therapy interventions are reviewed, visually based interventions such as video modeling where behavioural changes are targeted with various activities have been demonstrated to be effective with children with autism. This approach has wide utility, is appropriate for a range of ages and abilities of children with autism. There are video modeling studies such as Video Self (modeling Tape the child and play back to give feedback), Video Instruction (tape another student doing the behaviour) and Video Feed-Forward Tape. These studies show the child the complete behaviour and promotes independent functioning, and can be used to address numerous learner objectives of occupational therapy, including behavioural, self-help, communication, and social objectives [164-166].

7.1. Assessment

Occupational therapists generally work in line with model of human occupation and biopsychosocial model in the interventions of cognitive behaviour-based therapies in individuals with autism [159, 162, 163]. Besides the assessments of occupational therapy frame of reference, assessments such as 5 Point Scale, Power Cards, Bibliotherapy, Video Modeling, Situations-Options-Consequences-Choices-Strategies-Simulation, Social Autopsies, Comic Strip Conversation, Social Stories and Hidden Curriculum are used [156, 167-173]. Furthermore, a review also found that ILAUGH Model had already been researched and demonstrated to be a relevant learning hurdle for individual with autism [174].
7.2. Intervention

There are some programs designed for children and adolescents to teach awareness of energy levels and self-regulation. Alert Programme “How Does Your Engine Run?” is one of them and it teaches awareness of energy levels and how to bring the energy level back to the centre and it focuses on self-regulation skills according to sensory integration theory [175].

Occupational therapists also aim to improve the skills of exploring feelings in their activities with children with autism. For this purpose, programs of Thinking about You Thinking about Me [176], Think Social like ILAUGH [174, 177] are frequently used to improve communication skills and problem solving skills of individuals with autism. Additionally, books used to improve social thinking skills of children with autism are also frequently used in activities of occupational therapists. Again, “Superflexs Series” [178] by Winner is commonly used in occupational therapies planned specifically for behavioural changes in children with high functioning autism.

Anxiety can be debilitating for a child with autism. Learning about emotions helps children recognize connections between thinking and feeling, and helps them identify the physiological effects of anxiety on the body (sweating, increased heart rate, crying, etc.). Learning and teaching to explore feelings can help the child with autism to identify situations that make them anxious and learn how to perceive the situation differently [179]. Therefore, occupational therapists frequently refer to self-management training in coping with anxiety and stress in their studies with children with autism. Effectiveness of intervention in individuals with autism who receive cognitive behavioural therapy based occupational therapy is assessed with Goal Attainment Scale (GAS) [35].

8. School based occupational therapy

Occupational therapy in school is quite different from clinic based occupational therapy. School-based occupational therapists focus on learning, developing skills which increase the student’s independence in the school environment, and also educating the school personnel about the different considerations required for students to eliminate the barriers from participation [180-183].

Everything the occupational therapist does with student in school must be related to develop educational skills of the student with autism. The occupational therapist evaluates, assesses and accommodates functional abilities of the student with autism in school classrooms, hallways and other related education areas. The occupational therapist works with teachers to help student’s acquire functional abilities necessary to access and use educational materials and be independent in the school [183]. Occupational therapists work with the students with autism on adapting or modifying school equipment/materials to help them function better in classrooms, the lunchroom, or restrooms. Other assistance includes helping students with autism to be sensory stable and participate in activities outside of the school through mobility on field trips, sports events, on playgrounds and within the community. Students with autism
face a demanding environment at school. Presentation methods for educational materials must be modified to meet the challenges of students with autism, such as their ability to communicate, view and manipulate educational materials, and move about the school. Occupational therapists work closely with teachers to promote the highest level of function possible for a child with autism pursuing educational goals like fine and gross motor skills and attention skills.

8.1. Assessment

Occupational therapists use screening, assessment, and clinical observation tools and strategies to analyse why child with autism is having functional and sensory difficulties in educational settings not to establish interventions in school settings. During their interventions occupational therapists use some of the standardized tests like Sensory Profile, Bayley Scales of Infant Development-II, Peabody Developmental Motor Scale, Bruininks-Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency, and Pediatric Evaluation of Disability Inventory Test in school setting.

If the standardized tests are not appropriate, occupational therapist can give descriptive reports without using standardized scales. It is important to compare the child’s performance with the previous scores than the normative sample. Occupational therapists can use play based performance profiles like Hawaii Early Learning Profile or Transdisciplinary Play-Based Assessment. Additionally ecological/environment inventories should be used to evaluate child with autism within a variety of educational environments (classroom, garden, sports area etc.), curricular expectations; tools/instruments to help gather relevant information; whether the team needs expansion to obtain needed information. And also to determine and work with the educational team to determine functional strengths and challenges and providing information to design instructional programs of the student with autism. Occupational therapist should try to become familiar with the individual education plan.

8.2. Intervention

Occupational therapists use direct or indirect services for students with autism in school settings. Occupational therapy interventions purposes are to help students with autism to gain independence in daily living activities, feeding and oral functions, play skills, task organization and completion, written communication skills, hand function, sensory integration (processing), visual perception, campus/school mobility, participating on a regular and timely basis, using tools and supplies, participating in activities throughout school settings. Also when skill and strength cannot be developed or improved, occupational therapy offers creative modifications and adaptations for carrying out development-appropriate activities.

In school practice, occupational therapists work with students, teachers, families, classes, schools, and school districts. Occupational therapists are experts at identifying ways to engage students with autism in educational activities and supporting them to develop competence in their roles as students.
9. Recreation and sports

Recreation, a participation domain of the International Classification of Functioning Disability and Health (ICF), includes involvement in formal and informal activities such as play, sports, going to the theatre, crafts and tourism [197]. Leisure in occupational therapy is described as one of the occupational areas that cover recreational activities. Leisure is defined as “A non-obligatory activity that is intrinsically motivating and engaged in during discretionary time, that is, time not committed to obligatory obligations such as work, self-care, or sleep” [99]. Engagement in challenging and intrinsically motivating recreation and leisure activities is considered as an important part of development of children and young people [198]. These activities are reported to have positive impacts on physical and mental health, reduce behavioural and emotional disorders, facilitate becoming friends, widen interest areas of child and increase life satisfaction of family [199-202].

Besides being pleasant, recreational activities improve the life quality of individuals with autism, develop their social communication and acceptance, reduce inappropriate behaviours, improve fine and gross motor skills and helps in attainment of social skills [203]. Findings of studies on participation of children with autistic disorders in physical activities and sports activities show that sports and physical activities may create opportunities for social interaction, reduce repetitive movements and contribute in development of motor performance and physical suitability as well as self management skills [204-207].

Studies show that children with autism have more limited participation in recreational activities when compared with their peers with typical development or those in other disability groups [208-211]. Core impairments of autism spectrum disorders (i.e., communication impairments, social deficits, and abnormal restrictive, repetitive and stereotyped behaviours) and other features related with disorder (e.g. motor skills differences and maladaptive behaviour) affect recreational participation [212]. Another significant factor is sensory integration problems experiences by individuals with autism. It’s reported that children with autism and sensory difficulties participate in recreational activities less and prefer more informal (not structured) and home activities [213]. Besides all these individual features, the impact of family and environmental factors are also described. The interplay is noted among the child’s impairments, the family’s style, preferences, and demands, as well as environmental or community-based limitations in restricting a given child’s ability to participate in an array of recreational activities [199]. Studies show that participation of families in recreational activities positively affect child’s participation [214]. Furthermore, it’s observed that number of accessible services in society is parallel to participation in these activities [199]. Another factor is acceptance perceived from family, friends and neighbours. Families of children with developmental delay and behavioural problems may discontinues activities outside home as a response to negative reactions of people against the noise and temper tantrums of child [215]. As a conclusion, holistic perspective is important.

Individuals with autism are in need of programs structured and organized with proper support to reveal their recreational interests and to improve their leisure skills [203]. Therefore interdisciplinary teamwork is an important issue. Considering multifaceted factors that affect
participation in recreational activities, strong cooperation of families and professionals are required in the planning and implementation of intervention [208]. Occupational therapists are important both with their expertise in occupational participation and their knowledge on sensory integration interventions for participation of individuals with autism in recreational activities. Occupational therapists point out exploration and participation in leisure activities, which are one of the occupational areas. Leisure exploration refers to identifying interests, skills, opportunities, and appropriate leisure activities. Leisure participation is planning and participating in appropriate leisure activities; maintaining a balance of leisure activities with other areas of occupation; and obtaining, using, and maintaining equipment and supplies as appropriate [65].

9.1. Assessment

Occupational therapy assessment with an occupation-based, family-centred and top-down approach starts with an interview with the family and self-report. Family’s perspective on interests and skills of child, life style, economical status, their access to social and community resources should be recorded. Ideally, leisure assessments should be made in the natural settings of the child whenever possible. Interview and observation made in this setting are important to assess physical, social, cultural, attitudinal or organizational environment factors which affect leisure participation of the child and to evaluate child’s performance skills. It is important for the therapist to observe motor, process and social interaction skills and attitudes of the child against others during activities with peers [185].

Paediatric Activity Cart Shorting (PACS), Children’s Assessment of Participation and Enjoyment (CAPE), Canadian Occupational Performance Measure (COPM) are some of the examples of standardized methods that can be used in the assessment of recreational interests and skills of the child [85, 216, 217]. It is important to assess the sensory integration skills of the child and impact of these skills on activities, to define strategies to meet the needs of the child and to create sensory friendly settings. Therefore Sensory Profile (SP) is a standardized scale used in defining sensory difficulties of child [29].

9.2. Intervention

Occupational therapists give trainings to families, friends and teachers on how to facilitate participation of individual besides teaching the most needed skills for participation of children in selected leisure activity. Additionally they give training on use of adaptive equipment required for activities and make environmental modifications. Participation of children with deficits in activities together with their peers without deficits is important for both groups. Some of the study results show that peer support programs are useful for both groups. Structuring recreational activities where children with autism can be together with children with typical development can be an effective for proper modeling and social integration of children with autism and for the positive attitude changes in others [218, 219].

One of the most important highlight of recreation and leisure activities is that they are “intrinsic motivation”. Neurobiological studies show that limbic system which orchestrates...
motivation and drive in brain is not adequately developed in individuals with autism. According to sensory integration theory by Ayres, purposeful sensory-based activities may increase natural inner drive. Therefore, carefully selected sensory-based activities may help finding activity meaningful and purposeful and sustaining participation [220, 221].

Virtual Reality (VR) technology is an important tool to widen leisure activity spectrum of intellectual and developmental disability population. Easy changeability of virtual environments, adaptation and scaling of difficulty of task according to the skills of the individual can be considered as advantages of VR [222]. Furthermore, it increases motivation and leads to positive impacts on the participation of individuals. In the intervention, its integration to home routine as a recreational activity is considered to be useful.

10. Vocational rehabilitation

Many people diagnosed with autism experience difficulties in finding and sustaining jobs. 50-75% of this population is estimated to be unemployed [223]. One of the basic problems of individuals with autism in finding jobs is the deficit in social and communication areas, which require advanced support in the workplace [224]. In addition to these personal features, availability and accessibility of services that support employment and existence of social supports are considered as significant environmental factors that affect employment rates [81]. Studies show that individuals with autism may be successful in business life and are considered as important by their employers together with proper vocational interventions [225-227].

Employment opportunities for individuals with autism may be based on two main categories; a) integrated, competition-based employment with supportive employment opportunities and b) separate, non-competitive opportunities including daily therapy, work activity centres and protected businesses. Supportive employment is a system where individuals are supported in the workplace, long term support is given with work coaching system and the support is reduced as the individual becomes more independent. This approach is based on the assumption that all people can work and argues that we should create long-term support mechanism nationally to support this assumption. So the actual question is not whether or not an individual with autism will work but whether or not there is support services required for the individual’s success in work performance [228].

Studies show that supportive employment opportunities is the effective way for the participation of individuals with autism in work life [229, 230]. Supportive employment programs have a team consisting of different professions and who work together for common goals in the evaluation of work process, its referral, work analysis, work skills training and follow up of the working individual. This team includes occupational rehabilitation consultant, work coach, occupational therapist, physiotherapist, speech therapist, special trainer, psychologist, individual himself/herself, individual’s family and other profession members who may contribute in employment process. Occupational therapists have different roles in assessment, recruitment and training, work development and supportive employment process stages of employment process of individuals with autism. During assessment stage occupational
therapists assess sensory and motor skills, professional interests, communication and transportation, daily living activities, cognitive, social and community skills, emergency response and safety in workplace and self-assessment skills. During recruitment and training stage occupational therapist work on training and adaptations about work task and settings, identification and training on auxiliary equipment and technology, training on or compensation of basic cognitive skills like attention, visual perception etc., training of work coaches and supporters on use of auxiliary technologies. During work development stage occupational therapist work for increasing environmental support and reducing barriers, doing work analysis, adjusting improvement of conformity between skills of the individual and expectations of the employer and work development in line with interests and skills of individual. In the supportive employment process stage occupational therapist interested in training of work coaches, training on complex cognitive skills such as problem solving, time management, advocating rights of the individual against the employer and other colleagues and cooperation with interdisciplinary team [231].

10.1. Assessment

Vocational assessment starts with interview, self-report and behavioural observation. Occupational profile is defined for the occupation and occupational performance analysis is made. It’s important to assess strengths, interests and needs of the individual as well as environmental supports and barriers during the interviews [233]. Observation of the individual during occupational performance would provide important information for occupational performance analysis. Other assessments specific to occupational therapy may include sensory-motor skills, socialization skills, cognitive skills and participation in activities of daily living. The Vocational Index, The Autism Work Skills Questionnaire (AWSQ), Vineland Adaptive Behavioural Scale, Adult/Adolescent Sensory Profile, Waisman Activities of Daily Living Scale are examples for standardized assessments that can be used [80, 83, 234-236].

10.2. Intervention

Occupational therapists can train the person about skills required for occupation and train his/her natural supports, such as co-workers, supervisors, or family members in the use of adaptive equipment or techniques, environmental adaptations, sensory needs of the person, and compensatory strategies to help the person perform job tasks. Also teaching and compensating for complex cognitive skills such as problem solving, time management, and sequencing to higher functioning persons with autism is within the scope of occupational therapy [232].

Wilczynski, Trammell and Clarke describes forms of technology that can help individuals with autism acquire and maintain employment. According study assistive technology like computer-based systems, personal computers, video recorders, tablets, iPods, iPads, and other devices; video based instruction like video self-modeling, and video games to teach social interaction, covert audio coaching like video modeling instruction initially and follows with audio prompting and alternative support includes personal digital assistants, smartphones,
and other mobile devices that can be used for auditory and visual reminders, time management, organizational skills, and daily living tasks can enhance the natural support available for individuals with autism in the workplace [237]. Occupational therapists can compensate sensory needs through sensory stimulation or inhibition using techniques such as fidget toys, chewing gum, music, weighted clothing, lighting changes, and increases or decreases in environmental stimuli in workplaces. These changes in the sensory environment may lead to improvement in motor processes, which enable the person to be more productive on the job site [232].

11. Conclusion

This chapter provides a brief overview of the wide variety of occupational therapy intervention approaches for individuals with autism. Individuals with autism demonstrate complex behaviours that require the integration of different approaches and methods. Occupational therapy interventions vary according to the needs of the individuals with autism. The overall goal of occupational therapy is to help the individual with autism improve quality of life and to enable individuals to participate in everyday occupations. Sensory integration therapy are often used in conjunction with holistic and client centered occupational therapy treatment plan. This practice area is of great importance to the field of occupational therapy in children with autism. Different approaches can assist an individual with autism in a variety of life roles and tasks if it is incorporated into that individual’s life in appropriate way. Using effective strategies and technics in occupational therapy intervention program provide opportunities to develop wide range of skills in individuals with autism.
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